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The increasing share of renewable electricity in the energy mix requires the development of sustainable
technologies capable of buffering intermittent energy provided by renewable sources. Proton exchange
membrane water electrolysis (PEMWE) is seen as a promising technology to generate hydrogen as
intermediate energy carrier between energy production and demand for end-use. The requirements for
catalyst materials used in such applications are very demanding as they must have a high electronic
conductivity, activity and long-term stability in harsh electrochemical environments. X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and atom probe tomography (APT) is considered a suitable
combination of methods to study changes in the electronic state and corresponding surface chemistry.
Yet, conventional XPS averages over large areas, which does not allow for the detection of localized
surface heterogeneities that may strongly affect the catalyst’s performance [1]. Spatially-resolved
measurements are required. Here, we propose an integrated workflow for the spatially correlated
investigation of electrocatalysts combining electrochemical measurements, spatially-resolved scanning
photoemission electron microscopy (SPEM) and APT performed on the same specimen.
Proof-of-concept experiments were conducted on IrRu thin films that are considered as promising
candidates for the anodic oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in PEMWE devices. The samples were
sputter-deposited on commercially available silicon microtip arrays, featuring 36 cone frusta with a
diameter of 3 µm at the top (Fig. 1a and b). The top surfaces provide an ideal area that is accessible for
SPEM and subsequent correlated APT measurements. One sample was electrochemically oxidized by
anodic polarization in a deuterated acidic solution prior to spectroscopy. Isotopic labelling was used to
estimate the degree of hydroxylation of the electrochemical oxide with APT. Samples were then
transferred into a vacuum container and constantly kept within a protective atmosphere during transport
and mounting into the SPEM. The employed SPEM instrument utilizes zone plate optics to focus the
incident photon beam to a spot of about 130 nm, as described elsewhere [3]. This allows for (i) spectroimaging of the flat top area of the tips to detect possible lateral heterogeneities and (ii) collection of XP
spectra from desired areas of the imaged surface (Fig. 1c). After recording the spectra, the samples
remained in a controlled inert atmosphere at all times, and were transferred into a physical vapor
deposition setup equipped with an e-beam evaporator. The samples were then coated with 200 nm of Cr
to protect the top surface from further exposure to air. Following this, individual tips were sharpened to
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needle-shaped APT specimen using a dual-beam FIB-SEM. Care was taken that the interface Cr-IrRu
was eventually located close to the apex of the APT needle. This enabled the measurement of the very
top surface layers of the catalyst thin film which were originally exposed to the electrochemical
environment and investigated with spectroscopy (Fig. 1d and e). The final APT measurement was
performed on a LEAP 5000XR instrument in laser pulsing mode.
This work demonstrates a well-advanced experimental strategy to investigate electrochemical surfaces.
While the electrochemical data of a sample yields information on the catalyst’s performance,
complementary SPEM reveals the chemical state of the surface. Determined metal oxidation states can
be correlated to oxygen contents determined by APT. Further, segregation phenomena along
microstructural defects and leaching of an alloying component during OER can be investigated. This
work can be expanded to different kind of thin film materials in the future and will help establishing
structure-function relationships of catalytic materials [4].
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Figure 1. a) SEM overview image of Si microtip array; inset shows a zoom-in on a single flat top
microtip. b) Schematic drawing of the final microtip sample design for correlative SPEM and APT
before FIB sharpening. c) XP core-level spectra of Ir 4f and Ru 3d levels measured on a flat top of a
microtip. d) Exemplary APT reconstruction and e) corresponding compositional profile of an asdeposited Ir50 Ru50 thin film. Corresponding XP spectra of this area are shown in c).
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